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Abstract: A new approach to lightning transient studies including complex grounding grids is
presented in this paper. The grounding system is modeled in Matlab/Simulink based on the
transmission line theory. Using a bottom-up approach and considering the properties of the
fundamental elements, a detailed view of measurement values will be presented and analyzed.
The Matlab/Simulink grounding system models are interfaced for co-simulation with EMTP-RV
trough Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI) 2.0. This modeling approach allows the use of the
full component library and network design by EMTP-RV to evaluate and analyze the effects of the
grounding system and transmission network simultaneously in Matlab/Simulink. The results present
a simplified transmission system where a surge is injected, Conseil International des Grands Réseaux
Électriques (CIGRE) 1 kA 1.2/50, in far-end of a transmission line. When reaching a substation,
the surge is injected into the grounding system through a surge arrester.
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1. Introduction

A grounding system, which is essential for proper, reliable and safe operation of a power system,
can be accomplished by providing a true reference to the electrical system that controls the discharge
path of high energy faults. The performance of the grounding system during power frequency faults
is a present key driver in general design of substation grounding system [1]. The transient behavior
of the grounding system during a lightning discharge is characterized by a steep front that induces
inductive effects in the grounding system. Thus, a large short-term voltage rises within the grounding
system region, close to the injection point. The uneven voltage distribution can be explained in terms
of current and voltage waves traveling along the grounding grid conductors that can be modeled
by the telegrapher’s equation [2]. Problematic lightning surge behavior has long been recognized
by the industry and several models to describe these transient events. Related topics have been
proposed in the relevant research literatures [3–7]. The reviewed literatures tend to treat high energy
faults originating from direct lightning strikes discharged trough the grounding system. A method of
implementation to evaluate the effect associated with lightning transient in the transmission system
and the corresponding effect on the grounding system is not publicly available.

Lightning surges on overhead transmission lines may introduce travelling waves which have
the potential to penetrate deep into a substation and present hazards ElectroMagnetic Interference
(EMI) for sensitive equipment. To ensure reliable operation in the design of transmission systems,
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the grounding system should rather be considered as an integrated part. This paper presents an
approach whereby the combined simulation of the grounding and transmission system is performed
based on software implementation. Since the substation surge arrester is evaluated as the injection
point to the grounding system, the surge arrester performance is considered. Simultaneously, the time
and spatial distribution of the potential rise in the grounding itself is presented to consider EMI
preventative action in the substation area.

The grounding system is implemented in Matlab/Simulink in combination with the specialized
commercial software for power system transients studies, EMTP-RV. Detailed software specification is
found in Appendix A.

2. Parameters of the Grounding System

Based on the classic work by Sunde, the grounding system in this work has been modelled as a
lossy transmission line [2]. The soil medium with electrical resistivity and permittivity surrounds the
grounding wires that are characterized by their electrical parameters thus forming a unified system.
The electrical parameters in per-unit length are defined through Equation (1):

Z = jωL (1a)

Y = G + jωC (1b)

where the per-unit length G is defined as the grounding system conductance (S), C is the capacitance (F)
and L is the inductance (H).

With relatively short conductor length and large cross section of grounding wires, the internal
resistance (including the skin effect) and inductance are significantly smaller than the external
self-inductance. With this consideration, a simplification that only includes the self-inductance is
made [8]. The connection between the soil properties and the grounding system elements defined
above is represented in Equations (2)–(4) [2] for a horizontal buried grounding wire.

Gi = Gj =
π

ρsoil

[
ln

(
2l√
2ad
− 1

)] (2)

Ci = Cj = Giρsoil (ε0 × εrsoil) (3)

Li = Lj =
µ0

2π

(
ln

2l
a
− 1
)

(4)

where ρsoil is the soil resistivity (Ωm), εrsoil is the soil relative permittivity (-), a is the conductor
radius (m) and d is the buried depth (m).

A grounding wire conducting a lightning impulse current will exert a time-varying electric field,
outwards through the wire and into the surrounding soil. The soil itself, depending on soil resistivity
and properties, will conduct a current from the grounding wire, dissipated into the soil. Depending on
the dissipated current density , the electric field and the current density are given in Equation (5a).
The surface current density of a round wire is found in Equation (5b), which exerts the electric field on
the soil [9] (p. 1586). The linear behaviour between current density and electric field are valid below
the soil critical breakdown value, Ec.

Esoil = Jsoilρsoil (5a)

Jsoil =
Isoil

2πal
(5b)
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3. Modeling the Grounding System

The element length in per-unit model of the grounding wire is implemented in Matlab as a
T-section of the transmission line model. The grounding wire implementation is illustrated with
fundamental electrical elements and measurement nodes in Figure 1 which forms a horizontal
buried grounding wire. From the grounding wire t-section development, the grounding system
is implemented by an appropriate number of T-sections and additional nodes using Simulink graphical
block elements. The grounding system layout with formation strategy is illustrated Figure 2 which
gives references to the simulation database is found in Appendix B. To assure a smooth representation
of the interconnection between elements, and to possibly extend the model functionality to include
mutual couplings, the T-section represent one meter of ground wire (in per-unit) [4]. Consequently,
the model can be extended to arbitrary lengths and configurations.
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Figure 1. Element lenght in per-unit grounding wire illustration of implementation.
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Figure 2. The grounding system layout with formation strategy.

This consideration gives the total number of required logged variables for the formed horizontal
buried grounding grid square meshes as an indication for two different mesh sizes and total area in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Required number of logged variables for grounding grid of two different square mesh sizes
and total area values.

Grounding Grid Area Variables

5 × 5 m mesh 1600 m2 6480
3600 m2 14040

10 × 10 m mesh 1600 m2 3600
3600 m2 7560

As described trough Section 2 the grounding system is modelled as a transmission line, connecting
the soil and grounding conductor properties. The matrices of the grounding system may be expressed
trough the coupled telegraphers equations in frequency domain trough Equation (6). Where V(z) and
I(z) are the line phasor of voltage and current [10]:

d2

dz2 V̂(z) = ẐŶV̂(z) (6a)

d2

dz2 Î(z) = ŶẐ Î(z) (6b)

In transient analysis, considering the spatial distribution of voltage potential and current flowing
in the grounding system, it is mandatory to simulate each element in time domain. With the layout
of grounding grids, as is illustrated Equation (2), several connection points exists. Consequently,
the time domain model is required to account for the coupling between elements as feeding points.
For J feeding points the impact of the grounding system, as an electrical network exited by an injected
lightning current, is global. Each element in the grounding system matrices is numerically solved
independently by the Matlab ODE23t solver, which implements the trapezoidal rule using a “free”
interpolation for the time domain solution. The implementation account for the injected current
characteristics and corresponding frequency response of the grounding system.

4. Grounding Model Verification

The grounding system model is validated by the work based on the ElectroMagnetic Field (EMF)
theory first performed by Grcev [11] and later by Jardines et al. [7] who introduced a variant of the
Multi-conductor Transmission Line (MTL) approach. In these cases of model verifications, the current
source is implemented using the double exponential waveform, i(t) = Î(e−αt − e−βt), and the source
parameters where adjusted to fit the given stroke function. The referenced work is reproduced from
manual reading.

4.1. Grounding Rod of 15 m Length

A grounding rod of 15 m was simulated and measured by Grcev [11] and later evaluated by
Jardines et al. [7] as shown in Figure 3a. Using two independent modeling approaches and relative
similarities in results may justify the present modeling accuracy. The grounding rod is horizontally
buried in soil of ρsoil = 70 Ωm and εrsoil = 15, with a wire radius of a = 0.012 m at depth d = 0.6 m.
The current source was set with the amplitude of Î = 36 A and the stroke of 0.36/12 µs which leads to
the new parameter values α = 32 × 103 and β = 7.6 × 106. The results from the implemented model are
shown in Figure 3b. As it can be observed from Figure 3a in the referenced work, the peak values at
the injection point are approximately 560 V. While using the implemented model, Figure 3b, the peak
value shows 569 V. The second point for comparison is at 7 m from the injection point where Grcev
simulations show approximate 200 V while the results in this work gives 172 V after 0.7 µs. Besides the
point value readings, the surge wave propagation along the grounding rod and voltage distribution
are of similar character.
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Figure 3. Voltage distribution along an horizontal copper wire in ground (length l = 15 m, conductor
radius a = 0.012 m, at soil depth d = 0.6 m) in soil of ρsoil = 70 Ωm and εrsoil = 15: (a) the reproduced
results for comparison from the research given in [11] (p. 818); and (b) results from implemented model
with excitation current Î = 36 A of double exponential waveform (α = 32 × 103, β = 7.6 × 106).

4.2. Grounding Grid of 10 m Meshes with Total Size 3600 m2

A grounding system of 10 × 10 m meshes size and a total square area of 3600 m2 was simulated
by Jardines et al. [7] using a variant of the MTL approach (see Figure 4a). The grounding grid was
buried in soil of ρsoil = 100 Ωm and εrsoil = 36, with a wire radius of American Wire Gauge (AWG)
2/0 (a ≈ 0.004126 m) at depth d = 0.6 m. The current source was set with amplitude of Î = 1 kA and
a 1/20 µs which gave adjusted parameters to α = 38 × 103 and β = 2.54 × 106. The results from the
implemented model are given in Figure 4b. Since the injected current was not given in the referenced
work (see Figure 4a) it is worth noting that a small deviation in the injected current will have a large
impact on the grounding system response, especially for the region contributing to limiting the peak
voltage. As it can be observed, both the voltage distribution and the propagation characteristics
correspond well. When comparing the simulation to Grcev [11] which was based on EMF against
the simulation in the presented work, the peak value and the propagation characteristics are of
comparable values. However, the distributed voltage at the given nodal points is more conservative
in the transmission line approach, both in the implemented model and in Jardines et al. work [7].
This unveils a model accuracy difference compared to the EMF. As reviewed, Liu [4] developed the
non-uniform transmission line approach to compensate for the inaccuracy of this method and are
treated in details in her work.
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Figure 4. Voltage distribution in a grounding grid consisting of 6 × 6 meshes of 10 m size.
The grounding grid consist of copper conductors of AWG 2/0, buried at d = 0.6 m in soil of
ρsoil = 100 Ωm and εrsoil = 36: (a) the reproduced results for comparison from research given
in [7] (p. 31); and (b) results from implemented model with excitation current Î = 1 kA of double
exponential waveform (α = 38 × 103, β = 2.54 × 106).

5. Integration of Grounding and Transmission System

The Matlab/Simulink grounding grid are integrated with EMTP-RV through a newly developed
FMI software, which was released by Powersys Solutions in early 2018 [12,13]. The FMI package
gives possibilities for co-simulation with information exchange at a per simulation time-step interval
(sequentially processed). The specific FMI interface used in this study is found in Appendix A.2.
From the transmission system surge arrester, the injection point impedance describes the grounding
system response trough Equation (7).

ZInjectPoint(jω) =
U InjectPoint(jω)

Iarrester(jω)
(7)

When the transmission system surge arrester reaches the breakdown voltage a current surge
is injected into the grounding system. The current injection value is exchanged from EMTP-RV to
Matlab, which simulates the grounding system response. The grounding system initial impedance is
set to the power frequency value corresponding to the grounding system resistance [14]. From the
injection point current and the induced voltage potential rise, the impulse impedance is calculated
and exchanged from Matlab to EMTP-RV, which connects the dynamic response of the grounding
system to the transmission system. With a large number of logged variables required by the grounding
system (see Table 1) and presented implementation strategy, the additional measured values of the
transmission system were exchanged from EMTP-RV to Matlab to provide a common simulation
log for pre-processing. The advanced functionality offered by the Matlab/Simulink modeling of the
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grounding system lies in the preprocessing of large data-sets. A schematic overview of the model
integration is illustrated in Figure 5.

Start

Grounding grid:

- Soil properties
-Grid design

Grounding grid
parameters:

- G, C, L

Incident system:

- Lightning impulse
- Transmission system

- Surge arrester

Initial conditions

Surge arrester current
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Iarrester Last stroke?
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No

Start

ZInjectPoint

Matlab®/Simulink® EMTP-RV

ZInjectPoint=
UInjectPoint

Iarrester

Figure 5. Schematic overview of the integration between grounding and transmission system.

6. An Example of Results: Case Study

A simplified transmission system network is shown in Figure 6 with the grounding system model
interfaced in Matlab. In this model the transmission line, the cable, the transformer and the surge
arrester are selected from the standard EMTP-RV software library. At 10 km distance from a substation,
a lightning strikes the 300 kV overhead transmission line (Zcl = 400 Ω). A shielding failure causes an
injected current with a magnitude of 1 kA and 1.2/50 µs of CIGRE waveform stroke to flow towards the
substation. In the substation, the cable (Zcc) between the surge arrester (Appendix C) and transformer
are 10 m. Figure 7 shows the simulation results of the transmission system when the grounding system
is ignored, thus giving a peak voltage of 171 kV at the transformer.

60 m

CIGRE
source

Transmission line
(ll=10 km, Zcl=400 Ω)

Surge
arrester

Cable
(lc=10 m, Zcc=45 Ω)

Transformer
Surge wave

EMTP-RV

Matlab/Simulink

Figure 6. Simplified illustration of implemented transmission and grounding system.

A grounding system with 10 × 10 m mesh size is added with a total grid area of 3600 m2 in
soil of ρsoil = 2000 Ωm, εrsoil = 16, with a wire radius of a = 0.04126 m at depth d = 0.6 m is obtained.
The transmission system conditions are similar. The surge arrester is connected in center of the grid.
The simulation results of the transmission system are given in Figure 8. As it can be observed, the
surge arrester performance is reduced to give a peak transformer voltage of 190 kV.
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Figure 8. Application case when the grounding system is added: (a) the effect in the transmission
system; and (b) the results at the surge arrester injection point.

Then, the EMI analysis of the substation could be performed based on the overall voltage
distributions in the grounding system as shown in Figure 9. Figure 9a shows measurments of the
grounding system, with nodal points selected diagonaly outwards from the center injection point. For
the selected events an overall voltage distribution is presented. Figure 9b shows the distribution at
center peak voltage and Figure 9c when the voltage potential in the grid corners are at peak.

With the comprehensive log dataset further analysis is exemplified in Figures 10 and 11. The
impulse effective area of the grounding grid defined in [15] is shown in Figure 10. This is the total area
of the grounding grid which limits the peak voltage in the grid. There exists several definitions and
empirical formulas for estimating the effective length when optimizing the grounding grid design that
was recently evaluated [5]. However, these approaches have not taken the transmission line network
itself as an integrated element into consideration. In addition, the electric field exerted on the soil close
to the grounding wires that was based on the current density leaked to the soil is shown in Figure 11.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) indicates (quoted in standard) a critical
breakdown value of Ec = 1000 kV/m [16] (p. 1263). This definition gives reference to the above
mentioned experimental relation between soil resistivity and Ec [17]. Further evaluation of IEEE
standards gives a value of Ec = 400 kV/m, a level which are referred without reference in [18] (p. 38)
(refereed standard is currently under review for update). If the ionization level is reached the electric
field in the soil has pronounced influence on the impulse peak voltage. Moreover, ionization has a
positive effect by lowering the peak voltage due to arcing or puncturing in the soil. Soil ionization can
be included in dynamic simulations as it has been proposed in [9]. This would modify the apparent
grounding conductor radius in Equations (2) and (3). For this application case when considering
strokes in the transmission system, soil ionization phenomena has been evaluated to have minor
deviation of the results due to relative small currents injected trough the surge arrester.
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for selected points in the grounding grid; (b) the overall voltage distribution in the grounding grid at
peak; and (c) the overall voltage distribution in the grounding grid at corner peak.
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7. Conclusions

The new modeling approach allows integration of the grounding system into the transmission
system when analyzing the lightning surge performance of the transmission system. By using the
more detailed Matlab/Simulink model presented in this work, large data-sets are processed to extract
overall measured values in EMI analysis. Different functions and parameters may be processed by the
simulation log of the grounding system and parameters such as the effective length and the electric
field distribution. Moreover, by taking advantage of the newly developed FMI interface, the grounding
grid model itself is integrated as an element in the transmission system modeling and analysis by
EMTP-RV. Lastly, the surge arrester performance is better assessed when the grounding system is
included and consequently, the corresponding effects of all parts in the transmission system could be
more accurately analyzed.

The grounding system model presented in this work is simplified and neglect significant factors
of a physical system. Moreover, with the implementation of the grounding system in Matlab/Simulink
features flexibility and significant potential for further development so that the accuracy could
be improved.
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Glossaries

This document is incomplete. The external file associated with the glossary ‘main’ (which should be called
energies-511550.gls) hasn’t been created.

Check the contents of the file energies-511550.glo. If it’s empty, that means you haven’t indexed any of
your entries in this glossary (using commands like \gls or \glsadd) so this list can’t be generated. If the file isn’t
empty, the document build process hasn’t been completed.

If you don’t want this glossary, add nomain to your package option list when you load
glossaries-extra.sty. For example:

\usepackage[nomain]{glossaries-extra}

Try one of the following:

• Add automake to your package option list when you load glossaries-extra.sty. For example:

\usepackage[automake]{glossaries-extra}
• Run the external (Lua) application:

makeglossaries-lite.lua "energies-511550"
• Run the external (Perl) application:

makeglossaries "energies-511550"

Then rerun LATEX on this document.
This message will be removed once the problem has been fixed.

Abbreviations

This document is incomplete. The external file associated with the glossary ‘abbreviations’ (which should be
called energies-511550.gls-abr) hasn’t been created.
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Check the contents of the file energies-511550.glo-abr. If it’s empty, that means you haven’t indexed any
of your entries in this glossary (using commands like \gls or \glsadd) so this list can’t be generated. If the file
isn’t empty, the document build process hasn’t been completed.

Try one of the following:

• Add automake to your package option list when you load glossaries-extra.sty. For example:

\usepackage[automake]{glossaries-extra}
• Run the external (Lua) application:

makeglossaries-lite.lua "energies-511550"
• Run the external (Perl) application:

makeglossaries "energies-511550"

Then rerun LATEX on this document.
This message will be removed once the problem has been fixed.

Appendix A. Software and Integration

Appendix A.1. Software Versions

All simulations were performed on a standard consumer laptop computer with Intel Core
I7-2640M (dual-core, 2.70GHz, 4MB Cache) CPU and 8 GB (1333 MHz) RAM. The Matlab/Simulink
grounding grid models was developed and tested on 64-bit Microsoft Windows 10 Pro version 1709.
Windows version:

• MathWorks Matlab version 9.3, R2017b, 64-bit (14 September 2017)
• MathWorks Simulink version 9.0, R2017b, 64-bit (24 July 2017)
• MathWorks Simscape version 4.3 (18 November 2017)
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Powersys EMTP-RV

• Powersys EMTP-RV 3.5 32-bit (17 January 2017)
• Powersys FMI Add-On for Matlab/Simulink (15 March 2018)

Appendix A.2. Matlab/Simulink and EMTP-RV FMI Interface

FMU	Inputs

i1CurrSurgeInject

i2VoltCableEntry

i3VoltTrans

i4VoltArrester

i5AdmReceive

i6CurrSurgeSource

i7CurrCableEntry

i8CurrTrans

FMU	Signals	from	EMTP-RV	to	Matlab

FMU	Outputs

o1CurrSurgeInject

o2VoltSurgeInject

o3ImpInjectPoint

o4AdmInjectPoint

FMU	Signals	from	Matlab	to	EMTP-RV

1
VoltSurgeInjectPoint

ImpInjectPointCalc

AdmInjectPointCalc

VoltSurgeInjectPoint

CurrSurgeInjectPoint

Grounding	system	injection	point
calculation	of	impedance	and	admittance

SPS

VoltCableEntry

VoltTrans

VoltArrester

AdmVarValue

CurrSurgeSource

CurrCableJuntFromSource

CurrTrans

Transfere	of	signal	from	
EMTP-RV	to	Matlab	simulation	log	

SPS

Figure A1. The Matlab/Simulink FMI interface to EMTP-RV with the signals transferred between the
softwares and block representation of the integration.

Appendix B. Matlab/Simulink Simulation Log Definition

Values from the implemented measurement nodes, for each grounding wire t-section as illustrated
by Section 3 and Figure 1, are stored in a simulation-log database. The simulation-log database is
organized with value identifications from the t-section measurements definitions in addition to the
grounding grid formation strategy, Figure 2, and forms nodal points connection to physcial properties.

Table A1. Simulation-log nodal measurement overview and grounding system variable definitions.

Node
(Figure 1)

Log-File Name Grid Segment (Figure 2) Element Series Selection

Vl1 simlog_scc_grounding_system. X/Y’y-dir’_’x-dir’. l1.v. series.values/time
Al1 simlog_scc_grounding_system. X/Y’y-dir’_’x-dir’. l1.i. series.values/time
Vl2 simlog_scc_grounding_system. X/Y’y-dir’_’x-dir’. l2.v. series.values/time
Al2 simlog_scc_grounding_system. X/Y’y-dir’_’x-dir’. l2.i. series.values/time
V1n simlog_scc_grounding_system. X/Y’y-dir’_’x-dir’. p1.v. series.values/time
V2n simlog_scc_grounding_system. X/Y’y-dir’_’x-dir’. p2.v. series.values/time
Ag simlog_scc_grounding_system. X/Y’y-dir’_’x-dir’. g.i. series.values/time
Vgc simlog_scc_grounding_system. X/Y’y-dir’_’x-dir’. p.v. series.values/time
Ac simlog_scc_grounding_system. X/Y’y-dir’_’x-dir’. c.i. series.values/time

Appendix C. EMTP-RV Surge Arrester Parameterization V-I characteristics

Surge arrester switching and damping interaction is according to standard by EMTP-RV model
number: 865630. The surge arrester is parameterized according to the overview below. Where kseg is a
fitting constant (-), αarr is a coefficient of non-linearity (-) and Uarr (pu) is a factor of the arrester system
voltage (-).
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Table A2. EMTP-RV ZnO surge arrester V-I parameters, adopted from [19] (p. 9).

Segment kseg αarr Uarr (pu)

1 4.23208099271728 × 109 2.40279296219991 × 101 2.98198270953446 × 10−1

2 2.81773645053899 × 1010 2.66219333383972 × 101 4.81500000000002 × 10−1

3 4.15144087019289 × 108 2.00870413085783 × 101 5.24450368910346 × 10−1

4 2.63271405014350 × 1012 3.52906710089596 × 101 5.62230840318764 × 10−1

5 3.21774149817822 × 106 1.11310570543270 × 101 5.69192036592734 × 10−1

6 1.93774621300766 × 105 5.36270125014300 6.14408449804349 × 10−1
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